DECORATIVE GLASS AND ACCESSORIES

BASIC PRODUCTS

www.pressglass.com
GLASS UNITS WITH WINDOW DIVIDERS

PRESS GLASS offers a whole range of dividers. Windows with artfully arranged dividers gain a new, enhanced appeal. Available in a wide variety of colours (RAL) including two-coloured sets, dividers can be installed with different types of glass, each time on the client’s individual request. Moreover, they can be bent into curves or circles, and fixed at different angles.

New Bronze
Range of widths: 8 mm

Silver
Range of widths: 8 mm

White 9010
Range of widths: 8, 18, 26, 45 mm

Brown 8014
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Brown 8017
White 9010/Brown 8017
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Brown-Red 8012
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Dark brown 8022
White 9010/Dark brown 8022
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Dark oak
White 9010/Dark oak
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Bog oak
White 9010/Bog oak
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Douglasie w.
White 9010/Douglasie w.
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Gold
Range of widths: 8, 18, 26 mm

Light oak
White 9010/Light oak
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Macore
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Mahogany
White 9010/Mahogany
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Walnut
White 9010/Walnut
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Siena Noce
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm
White 9010/Siena Noce
Range of widths: 18 mm

Siena Rosso
Range of widths: 18 mm

Winchester
White 9010/Winchester
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm

Golden oak
Range of widths: 18, 26 mm
White 9010/Golden oak
Range of widths: 18, 26, 45 mm

Bear in mind that patterns of ornamental glass and dividers should be selected based on presented specimens.
ORNAMENTAL GLASS

In multiple design solutions it is required that glass panes are perfectly transparent and ensure intimacy at the same time. Right selection of ornamental structure of glass can enhance or aggravate transparency and image deformation properties. PRESS GLASS offers tens of types of ornamental glass.

Scan QR code and check the newest offer.

Abstracto  Alteutsch clear  Alteutsch brown  Atlantic  Chinchilla

Chinchilla brown  Crepi  Delta  Delta mat  Float mat

Flutes  Flutes sandblasted  Kura clear  Kura brown  Kathedral

Listral K  Master-Carré  Master-Ligne  Master-Point  Master-Ray

Niagara  Screen  Silvat  Silvit brown  Waterdrop
We constantly modify our manufacturing processes and change habits to limit the negative effect on the environment. In order to facilitate the changes, we have adopted ISO 14001, the worldwide management system for environmental protection.

We kindly request you to minimize the negative effect of this leaflet on the environment by using it multiple times. Please recycle the used leaflet, using the waste sorting method. Thanks to that, the materials can be used again.

Our plants and products are audited or certified by acknowledged certification bodies, including:

- CEKAL
- IGCC
- ifi
- SITAC
- Inspecta
- ESQ
- BCCA
- BM TRADA
- ECC
- bsi.

We make every effort to ensure that presented publication contained current information as of the date of print. Due to the continuous development of our product range may differ from market to market. Product's availability should always be confirmed with Sales Department.